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For:

The President

From:

George Bush

via:

(~

Al Haig

Subject:

Possible Interview with Mike Douglas

The Chicago, Houston, Michigan and Xenia visits were highly
successful for many reasons: principally because the people saw the
President with their own eyes - concerned about them and their
interests.

They made up their own minds with no Network News

filters, no combat type press conference atmosphere.
When I go on speaking trips all across the country people lean
over to me at the head table and ask 11 George, how is the President
really doing, how does he take all this pressure, how does he stand
up under the withering attacks? 11

I get this all the time not just

from the man on the street but from Party leadership as well.
The other night I did a taping for the Mike Douglas Show in
Philadelphia.

Mike leaned over to me during the break and asked the

identical question 11 George, tell me honestly how is the President,
what shape is he really in, etc, etc? 11
I had only met Mike Douglas once before, but I have researched
him out with the following conclusions:

(More)
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Unlike Cavett, Carson et al he doesn•t play to the radical chic
show biz audience.

He•s not a smart-alec.

He is open, honest, straightforward, 11 across the back fence 11
kind of person.

His huge success stems from the fact that he asks the

kind of question the average person in Mid-America wants to hear
answered.
He is not a curve ball artist.
him

He has a certain decency about

(e.g. on my interview he made the point on the air- 11 Well

I 11 tell you one thing whenever someone attacks the President we get
1

lots of calls and letters criticizing the critics and standing up for
the President 11

-

I can•t imagine the other talk show artists going

that route).
He gets a big audience.

The segment just before the 6:00 PM news

draws 31 million - so claims the producer.
Rationale Behind Recommendation
Mike Douglas is straight.
The President would come through as iin charge•, •making the
tough decisions•, •governing• ,•determined•, •grace under great
pressure•.
The interview would help shore up the heart of the President•s
constituency.
The audience would make its own determinations on 11 How is the
President taking all of this 11 without the Rather, Brokaw, etc. filters.

(More)
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Recommendation
That I contact Mike Douglas to determine if he would be
interested in doing a one-on-one interview, in a relaxed private
setting, asking the same type question of the President that he asks of
other quests.

The interview should be about 30 minutes and should be

unrehearsed.
Implementation of Recommendation
I have not mentioned this idea to Mike Douglas or anyone
connected with his show.

The only person I checked with was Frank

Shakespeare, now an executive of Westinghouse for whom Mike works.
Frank agrees totally with the concept and feels Mike Douglas would be
the ideal interviewer to bring out the theme 11 The President is bearing
up fantastically well under a tremendous burden. 11
The best way to pursue the idea would be for me to call Mike
Douglas, and say:

11

Mike, I have been thinking about the question you

asked me about the President.

Why not invite him to do an interview? 11

The initiative should not come from the White House.
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